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The European robotics industry plays a key role in maintaining our continent’s industrial base. The
robotics industry is strong, but fragmented and dispersed. In the future, cutting-edge technology
resulting from top-level research will be the decisive factor for success. Europe not only has a
powerful robotics industry, but can also boast superb research.
By drawing on these resources, ECHORD aims at producing new knowledge through advancing the
state of the art in selected research foci and developing novel technology from which new products
can be derived. Within ECHORD, opportunities for knowledge advancement and technology
transfer between academia and industry will be created across the whole continent. This will be
achieved through the solicitation of focused, small-size RTD projects, so-called experiments, which
can be rapidly negotiated, funded and executed. Via these experiments, ECHORD will bring about
a large-scale introduction of robotic equipment into research institutions.
This is expected to result in both tangible and measurable out-comes in terms of the accelerated
development of technologies, as well as the deployment of robotics technology into new scenarios
for the direct application of research results. For ECHORD, three such scenarios have been defined:
human-robot co-working, hyper flexible cells, and cognitive factories. The foremost purpose of the
scenarios is to define an environment that is both scientifically challenging to research institutions
and commercially relevant to robot manufacturers.
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